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Rabies Follow-Up NPH 
This tip sheet applies to patients presenting to NPH ED who receive their initial dose of rabies 

vaccine in the ED.  

Subsequent doses will be scheduled by Registration in the Lifespan Middletown Urgent Care.  

ED Providers should follow the steps below to ensure the correct information populates the patient’s AVS. 

 
Try It Out 

1. Open the patient’s chart to the Dispo activity. 

2. Scroll to the Dischrg Instructions section. 

3. In the Add attachments field, search for “rabies NPH” and click Add. 

 
 

4. A preview of the selected attachment will appear. It includes the vaccination schedule, information 

regarding follow-up visits, and general rabies education. Click Accept. 
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You will now see the attachment in the Dischrg Instructions section. 

 

5. If appropriate, add the VIS Rabies – CDC instructions. 

6. When you print/preview the AVS, you will see the selected attachments listed under the Instructions 

section and the follow-up appointments scheduled on the first page of the AVS. 

Do not print the AVS until Registration has scheduled subsequent vaccinations at Middletown Urgent 

Care or these appointments will not be included on the patient’s AVS. 
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The attachment will be added to the end of the AVS and can be previewed as well. 
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You Can Also... 

If subsequent vaccinations are not schedule in Middletown Urgent Care for any reason, you can still locate the 

generic rabies patient education to add to the AVS. 

 

1. Open the patient’s chart to the Dispo activity. 

2. Scroll to the Dischrg Instructions section. In the Add Attachments field, type “rabies”. 

3. Select the Rabies (Language) attachment.  

The attachment will be suggested in the patient’s preferred language if preferred language is documented and 

the attachment is available. The example in the screenshot below displays (English). 

Click Add in (Language). 

  

4. When your discharge documentation is complete, print the AVS as you normally would. 


